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Chapter 29 

Leah faced eyes shooting over from all sides, suspicious sneers, she 
whispered explanation with tears in her eyes, “It’s not like that. Selena, I’m 
sorry.” 

Unfortunately, no matter how aggrieved and pitiful she may appear at the 
moment, the people present will no longer be affected by the gossip. 

One coincidence could be described as a coincidence, so many coincidences 
added together would be absolute malice. 

Every single thing Selena said was thoroughly known to be true. 

Leah would just keep crying and saying sorry, while Dominic would just keep 
refuting Selena’s shamelessness from on high, not a trace of manners or guilt 
could be found between their words and attitudes, obviously due to a long 
habit. 

They can imagine how he treated Selena on a regular basis. 

And Leah’s so-called explanation seemed even more ridiculous and feeble. 

If the truth is really like what Selena said, then this talented Leah’s tactics are 
really too disgusting and gut-wrenching. 

Leah felt the disdainful gazes that landed on her body with thorns, her sharp 
nails embedded deep in her palms, her heart covered with gloom. 

She knew in her heart that Selena had come prepared and that Luke was 
there to back her up, so she was doomed to swallow this loss today. 

Mrs. Walson is already displeased with her, and if she continues to make 
trouble, even the rest of the Walson family will think that she does not know 
how to behave. 

Thinking of this, Leah sucked in her nose, wiped away her tears, softly took a 
step forward, looked tenderly at Selena, and said with sincere feelings. 



“Selena, it’s me and mum who are sorry for you, you and Mr. Walson are an 
unmarried couple after all, there’s no need to fight like this. If resentment can 
make you feel better, I’m willing to accept any accusation from you.” 

“Today is Cyril’s birthday party, if I had known it would come to this, Mum and 
I would never have shown up.” 

She looked at Selena, her eyes full of vulnerability and humility, and choked 
up as she said, “Selena, I really didn’t expect that for so many years, you have 
always viewed me in this way, I’m sorry that I have hurt you, please forgive 
me.” Leah finished with a pale face, a touch of hidden pain between her eyes, 
and when she saw that Selena did not say anything, she added with a bitter 
face. 

“Selena, I wish you and Mr. Walson a good marriage, if you still refuse to 
forgive me, I promise I will never go near Mr. Walson again and never get 
involved with him again, please don’t be angry, okay?” 

When Dominic heard this, he couldn’t help but be angry, but when he looked 
at Selena’s side face, which was clearly smiling but gave him an incomparably 
cold and distant feeling, he somehow managed to swallow those words. 

He looked at Selena with an angry yet vaguely complex look. 

Selena looked at Leah with interest, a warm smile on her face. 

Leah can take temporary setbacks. 

No wonder she was still able to play Dominic around, who had Mrs. Walson 
escorting. 

She smiled and stared into Leah’s seemingly kind but cold eyes as she said 
softly, “Apologies are said with your mouth? Leah, it’s possible to make me 
not angry, as long as you can show enough sincerity.” 

Leah’s face froze. 

She stared at Selena, had not expected that she could actually say such a 
sentence. 

Didn’t she care about the little bit of reputation she had just redeemed? 

Selena looked at her with a smile, saying, “What? Don’t want to?” 



Leah looked at her smile and her heart was seized with anger. 

 


